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NEWSLETTER
OUR NEXT MEETING WILL BE ON OCTOBER 9TH AT MARYVILLE
CHURCH OF CHRIST, 611 SHERWOOD DR. THE MEETING WILL START
AT 6:30 PM. HOPE TO SEE EVERYONE THERE. THIS MEETING WILL BE
OUR ANNUAL AUCTION TO RAISE FUNDS FOR OUR GRANTS THAT WE
GIVE TO NEW BEEKEEPERS TO HELP GET THEM STARTED IN
BEEKEEPING. LOOK AROUND AND SEE WHAT YOU CAN DONATE TO
THIS CAUSE. IT DOESN’T NEED TO BE NEW OR EVEN BEE RELATED.
THIS IS ALWAYS A FUN EVENT SO COME AND BE PREPARED TO BID
AND TAKE SOMETHING HOME WITH YOU. THIS HAS BEEN A BUSY
MONTH FOR BCBA. THANKS TO ALL THAT PARTICIPATED IN THE FAIRS
AT KNOXVILLE AND TOWNSEND. MANY PLACED ENTRIES IN BOTH
FAIRS AND SEVERAL WON AWARDS ALONG WITH SEVERAL
VOLENTEERED TO WORK THE BOOTH.
TBA CONFERENCE: THE TENNESSEE BEEKEEPERS ASSOCIATION FALL
COMFERENCE IS OCT. 20 &21 AT THE HYDER BURKS PAVILION AT
TENNESSEE TECH. THIS IS A GOOD PLACE TO INCREASE YOUR
KNOWLEDGE OF BEEKEEPING. THERE WILL BE SEVERAL NATIONALLY
KNOWN SPEAKERS TO LEARN FROM. GO TO www.tnbeekeepers.org
FOR A COMPLETE LINEUP. HOPE TO SEE YOU THERE.
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October - Chuck's Corner
October is the month for our Auction! I hope everyone is excited about attending and perhaps
you can find something to contribute to the Auction.
Also in October, we will discuss those who will serve as officers of BCBA for 2018. The Board of
Directors will submit nominations for officers and then the floor will be open for other
suggestions followed by discussion. At the beginning of the November we will vote on those
nominated. There will be no discussion at the November meeting – just the vote.
Don't forget the TBA Conference in Cookeville. If you've not yet registered, you should consider
doing so.
And of course, Jennifer Berry will be the speaker for our November meeting.
December, we will have our Christmas Dinner in lieu of a regular meeting. Details coming soon.
See you at the Auction!
~Chuck
:
BELL’S BEES
As we head into October, all three of our hives are queen-right and doing well. We
completed full inspections of each hive on Sunday afternoon, October 1. There is evidence of
much new comb drawn out and lots of new eggs, larvae, and brood. All three colonies are also
very busy with the fall flow; each hive has beautiful multi-colored stores of pollen, nectar, and
abundant, freshly-capped honey cells.
Greg and I decided to treat all our hives with Apiguard, after our annual “official”
inspection (using the “sugar shake” method) revealed eight varroa mites in one hive. We’ve
completed two of the sequence of three treatments, and everything seems to be doing very well.
We use hive beetle traps filled with cooking oil and Bragg’s organic apple cider vinegar
(with the “mother”), so we cleaned out and refilled the beetle traps, as well. Two hives had only a
couple of beetles visible; the third hive had at least eight beetles visible.
Overall, we feel we have done everything possible to give our hives their best opportunities
to survive the winter. And we are deeply grateful to everyone at BCBA who has taught us,
mentored us, helped us, encouraged us, and welcomed us so warmly to the wonderful world of
beekeeping.
~ESTHER ROBERTS
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OCTOBER SEASONAL MANAGEMENT
Its fall again. Can you believe it? You've harvested a ton of honey, your hives have
been medicated, requeened and full of food stores. You're ready for winter.
What? No? Well you better get started.
The key to having a strong, productive colony at the time of the first nectar flow is
to have a strong, healthy colony with a good queen and adequate stores of honey
and pollen, ready for winter, by October 15. After mid-October, it is usually too
late to do anything that will significantly help a weak colony, other than
emergency feeding. If you do discover a weakened colony, you might consider
combining that colony with a stronger one, as long as weak hive is not diseased.
That can help those bees survive the winter, then you can split them back to two
in the spring.
For colonies that are still low on food stores, feed a 2 to 1 mixture of sugar to
water by weight. This mixture can be stored for food without stimulating the
queen to lay eggs.
Make sure that your hives have a good outer cover that does not leak. Weight is
down someway so that it doesn't blow off during high winds. Check for other
cracks or leaks or rotten places. It's hard to keep a drafty house warm. That being
said, I still like to provide some ventilation by using a small spacer between the
inner and outer covers.
Rake leaves and any ground clutter away from your hives. You might consider
adding hardware cloth to the entrance of each hive to prevent mice and skunks
from entering during the winter. As a new beekeeper I always thought I needed
an entrance reducer in cold weather. I have found that for a strong hive in our
area, that is not necessary.
So, be a good beekeeper. Practice what you have learned. If you have questions,
ask. It seems like most of my problems over the years have been cause by
something I like to call LBD,
that's "lazy beekeeper’s disease". Don't let this happen to you!
~DOUG HARDWICK
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Oxalic vaporizers available
The BCBA now has three oxalic acid vaporizers for
use by members. Oxalic acid has become a popular
way to treat beehives for varroa mites. If you would
like to attend a demo as to safely use the vaporizer
contact Harlen Breeden and he can instruct you
how to use it safely. The vaporizers can be reserved
by calling Noelle Cleverly at 865-389-0160

DUES ARE DUE
If you have not paid your dues please do so soon.
You can pay Bernie (preferably) by check at the
meeting or mail it to him.

Bernie McGraw
1220 Havenwood Dr.
Maryville, TN 37804
ITS TIME TO PAY FOR YOUR AD IN THE BCBA NEWS
LETTER. IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO PLACE AN AD IN
THE NEWSLETTER CONTACT ONE OF THE BCBA
OFFICERS

BCBA OFFICERS
Chuck Davis, President
865-566-3690
Mark Evans, Vice President
865-556-6191
Bernie McGraw, Treasurer
865-984-1005
Mark Ford, Secretary
865-603-2016
Harlen Breeden, Alt. Officer
865-719-1828
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November 13th 2017
Jennifer Berry will be our guest speaker in November. She will be sharing a two part
lecture on Keeping Your Bees Alive. Please mark your calendar for this meeting you
won’t want to miss this opportunity to hear one of the most knowledgeable and
experienced speakers in the beekeeping world today.

Jennifer Berry

For over 17 years, Jennifer Berry has been the Apicultural Research
Professional and Lab Manager for the University of Georgia Honey Bee
Program. Her research objectives have focused on queen breeding, keeping
bees alive, the sub-lethal effects of pesticides on beneficial insects and IPM
techniques for varroa and small hive beetle control. Jennifer’s extension
duties include teaching beekeeping to people from all walks of life,
including those in Central and South America, to those imprisoned in
Georgia’s maximum-security prisons. She is also passionate about
educating the public about the importance of beneficial insects and is
somewhat of a regular columnist for Bee Culture magazine. On weekends
and nights, she operates Honey Pond Farm, a honey bee venture that sells
quality nucleus colonies and teaches how to raise superior queens at her
farm in Georgia.
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’Beekeeper Spotlight: Robert Baugh and Allison Baugh
Robert and his daughter, Allison got their first hives in January 2014. This hobbyist beekeeping
family began with three hives. Presently, the Baugh’s have eight hives, with three hives in
Farragut and five on the family farm in Morgan County.
Allison is now a senior at the University of Tennessee. She is enrolled in the Bachelor of Science
degree program, with a major in Agricultural Leadership, Communication, and Education (ALEC)
and a minor in Plant Science. Her goal is to become an Agricultural Extension Agent.
The Baugh’s first became interested in beekeeping when dad Robert (“Bob”) considered getting
bees for the farm, to help increase the number of pollinators. The Baugh’s met with Howard
Kerr and, as Allison notes, “after that meeting, I was hooked! [Howard] has been an inspiration
to both of us.”
The Baugh’s decided beekeeping would a fun and productive hobby they could do together.
But their love of “farm life” goes way back. Allison recalls, “I have been lucky enough to grow
up with a farm. My brother and I would plant and grow pumpkins to sell and we would spend
time in the corn fields. I know how vital bees and pollinators are to the environment and
agriculture.”
Their favorite type of honeybee? While their colonies are Italian bees, the Baugh’s don’t
really have a favorite type, other than, “those that are not ill tempered!”
Interestingly, the Baugh’s hives produce very different honey, depending on hive location. The
Farragut hives produce honey that is “typically lighter in color and milder in taste. . In Morgan
County, it is usually darker in color and bolder in taste.” Allison suspects this is due to the
number of sourwood trees on their Morgan County farm.
Bob loves beekeeping because the hobby allows him to spend quality time with his daughter.
Allison enjoys extracting honey, and making candles and lip balm from the wax. The Baugh’s
enter their honey and Allison’s handcrafted lip balm in the Tennessee valley Fair competition.
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Bee Inspectors

It’s the state law to have your beehives registered, so don’t neglect
this important duty.
If you want them inspected, below is a list of association bee
inspectors. There is no cost for this service. If you are planning to
move hives, they must be inspected.
Stacey Adair, 983-6223
Ricky Baily, 250-8123
Harlen Breeden, 719-1828
Charlie Parton, 984-3059

Jose Ashbrook 258-8636
Dennis Barry, 414-2116
Dale Hinkle, 423-261-5234
Stephanie Tarwater,293-6229

TEE’S WITH BCBA LOGO
SOME OF OUR MEMBERS HAVE EXPRESSED INTEREST IN PURCHASING T-SHRITS
WITH THE BCBA LOGO. AMY CHAMBERS HAS VOLUNTEERED TO CHECK ON
PRICES AND HEAD UP THIS EFFORT. SHE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW HOW MANY OF
OUR MEMBERS WOULD BE INTERESTED IN PURCHASING THESE SHIRTS. A
SUPPLIER HAS TOLD HER THAT THE MORE THAT WE BUY, THE CHEAPER WE CAN
GET THEM. IF INTERESTED CALL HER AT 865-983 2114.
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EVENTS AND PIC’S THAT BCBA WERE INVOLVED IN SEPTEMBER:
B LOUNT COUNTY FARM DAY, ELLA
EVANS, CHARLIE PARTON, CHUCK
DAVIS AND HARLEN BREEDEN
SPOKE TO OVER 300 4th GRADERS
FROM BLOUNT COUNTY SCHOOLS
ABOUT THE IMPORTANCE OF BEES.

THANK YOU TO AMY AND
JOSH CHAMBERS FOR
SETTING UP THIS DISPLAY
AND TALKING ABOUT BEES
AND PROMOTING BCBA AT
THE FRIDAY NIGHT LITES
EVENT.
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PIC’S FROM THE BLUE-RIBBON FAIR. A SPECIAL THANKS TO DENNIS BARRY AND DOUG
HARDWICK FOR SETTING ALL THIS UP. ENJOYED TALKING TO EVERYONE ABOUT
BEEKEEPING AND PROMOTING BCBA.
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Blount County Beekeepers Association
c/o Mark FORD
3018 French Creek Road
Knoxville, TN 37920
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